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Very Important InfoVery Important Info

We are counting down the weeks until our 5th Annual Dance Recital,
themed "Legends"! Get ready for a spectacular show featuring music

and dance pieces inspired by iconic figures from various fields,
including singers, dancers, writers, artists, and athletes. Our talented

dancers are putting in the work to bring these legendary routines to life,
and we're excited to showcase their dedication and skill at the recital!
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Please be sure to read this
entire packet as it holds

important information that
will help make our Recital
Weekend a success (and

stress-free for you and your
family!)



VenueVenue
When will the Recitals be held? 

Sunday, June 30th 2024
1:00pm & 6:00pm

ParkingParking
Parking is either in the

parking garage attached to
Zoellner, or on street parking

using the meters. 

Please see next page for
parking garage info. 
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Where will the Recitals be held?
Zoellner Arts Center

420 E Packer Ave
Bethlehem, Pa 18015
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How long will the Recital be?
We expect each show to run 

between 1hr 45mins to 2 hours
There will be one 15min intermission
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Dressing Room Entrances

Venue DiagramVenue Diagram
Our show is in Baker Hall, the largest theatre. The diagram below will

help you know what to expect before you arrive. You can also use it as
a reference on the day of our show. 
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Recital TicketsRecital Tickets
When will Recital tickets go on sale? 
Recital tickets are expected to go on sale in June. We are still working with the venue on setting this
up, more information will be provided very soon! 

Can I purchase tickets at Valley Dance? 
No. Tickets will be sold by the Zoellner Arts Center Box Office. More information on how to order your
tickets will be provided very soon! Keep an eye on your email!!

How much do tickets cost? 
Tickets range from $18-$22 each plus service fees. Families who have a dancer in BOTH shows will
receive a code for one free ticket. 

Is there a limit on the number of tickets I can purchase? 
No. Everyone can purchase as many tickets as they'd like!

Can my dancer watch the show in the audience with me? 
Dancers will remain backstage the entire show. Only our Tiny Movers & Tumble Tot classes will be
allowed to go with parents after they perform due to their very young age. The show will go by quickly
and we need everyone backstage for the finale. 

Is there a chance that the show my dancer is in will sell out? 
We do not expect this show to sell out. The venue is very large. If we get close to selling out, we will let
everyone know!

If I have issues with the ticket buying process, who do I contact? 
The Zoellner Arts Center Box Office is handling all our ticket sales. More info will be sent out shortly!

Will my seats be reserved or general admission? 
All seats will be reserved. 

When can I enter the Venue on the day of the show? 
The doors to the theatre will open 15 mins before the start of each show. 

If my dancer is in multiple shows on the same day, can I stay in the venue for the next show? 
Everyone must leave Baker Hall in between shows. But you can still stay in the lobby and dressing rooms.
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Will the show be live streamed?
No. However, the show will be recorded by Art Video Productions. See page 20 for information on how
to order your video!



Dress RehearsalDress Rehearsal
Dress Rehearsal is a very important part of the Recital experience. Dress Rehearsal is the first time the
dancers will perform full-out in their costume with their hair and makeup complete. 

When is Dress Rehearsal? 
Dress rehearsal is Saturday, June 29th

Where is Dress Rehearsal? 
Dress rehearsal will be at Zoellner Arts Center.

What time do I arrive at Dress Rehearsal? 
Dancers in our Tiny Tumblers, Tumble Time, Tiny Dancer, Hip Hop Tots Fairytale Ballet, Tiny Movers &
Mini Stars class should arrive between 12:30 & 12:45pm.  We will be starting with the younger dancers
promptly at 1:00pm

All level I, II, III & IV dancers, plus Adult Aerial Silks, should arrive by 1:45pm.

All other Adult Classes should arrive by 6:30pm

Can I expect the Dress Rehearsal schedule to run on time? 
We try our best to keep dress rehearsal on a strict schedule, allowing each class 5-10 minutes
onstage to run their number and review spacing & technical cues. However, sometimes things
happen outside of our control and your patience and understanding is appreciated. We will not wait
for any dancers, so please be on time!

When I arrive for Dress Rehearsal, where do I go? 
Please check in at the 'check-in table' in front of the dressing room doors. Dancers in multiple
numbers can head down to the dressing rooms, put on their first costume and then come sit in the
theatre. Dancers in one number can head directly into the theatre. 

Should my dancer arrive to Dress Rehearsal in costume? 
Dancers who are only in ONE number should arrive in costume.

Will there be a changing area for my dancer who has multiple routines/costumes for Dress
Rehearsal? 
Dancers will be able to use the downstairs dressing rooms during dress rehearsal & the shows. Your
dressing room during Dress Rehearsal may be different than during the show. So please take home all
items after dress rehearsal. 

Can parents come to Dress Rehearsal?
Dancers can bring ONE adult with them to dress rehearsal. 
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Dress RehearsalDress Rehearsal

Dinner Breaks
At approximately 6:00pm we will be taking a 30min dinner break for the Zoellner technical crew. 

Can my dancer bring snacks?
If your dancer will be there for a long time, they are welcome to bring snack and even dinner! Please
just make sure they do not eat in their costumes. 

Can I drop off my dancer and pick them up when they’re done?
All Level II, III & IV dancers are welcome to be dropped off and picked up once they are done with their
routine. We recommend making sure your dancer has a cell phone so they can contact you when
they are ready to be picked up.  
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How long should I plan on being at Dress Rehearsal? 
All dancers are in the Finale, so our youngest dancers can leave after the FInale. Everyone else can
leave after their routine rehearses. We have allotted 8.5/9hrs for the entire dress rehearsal. However,
not everyone will be there the entire time. And we do expect to move through routines quicker than
scheduled.



Dress Rehearsal ChartDress Rehearsal Chart
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continued on next page>>>
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AwardsAwards
At the end of each dance season we give special achievement awards to students who have been
dancing with us for 3yrs, 5yrs, 10yrs, and hopefully one day 15 yrs! This year we will have several
dancers receiving their 3 year award, as well as our very first 5 year awards!!! These are students
who have danced in our recitals consecutively for 3 or 5yrs.  To be eligible for this special
achievement, these students have consistently participated in class each season. 

We will be aknowledging these dedicated dancers during our Dress Rehearsal when all of our dancers
are onstage for the Finale! Below is the list of students who will be receiving 3yr & 5 yr awards this
year. If you feel your dancer has been missed, please let us know as soon as possible!
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5 Year Awards
Claire Kemmerer

Ella Kramer

Haylie Carson

Kelly Loor

Landon Fatebene

Lydiah Miller

Maci Fatebene

Willow Prichett

Zoe Bruce
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3 Year Awards
Abby Morris

Adelaide Sarro

Amelia Tavarez

Amira Tucker

Anna James

Ashlyn Cepin

Athena Luna Chaparro

Auria Smith

Auriella Thom

Avery Rinaldo

Avi Franklin

Beatrice Guthrie

Beatrice Mattson

Edlianis Rivera

Ella Abott

Ella Buesgen

Evelyn Churchill

Francine Derr

Joni Bozzi

Livia Smith

Louisa Derr

Lucy Warren

Mackenz ie Fairbairn

Mariana Branco Martinez

Mayson White

Mia Bowman

Mia Yaroschak

Mya Gross

Nialece Hernandez

Olivia Docherty

Olivia Mattson

Penelope Melendez

Phoebe Alexander

Rebecca Guthrie

Riley Jackson

Sloane Morrow

Sophia Maysonet

Sophie Abott

Sydney Wood

Zahra Luckett



The Big Day!The Big Day!
This is the big day your dancer has worked for all year! Your dancer will be very excited and it’s going
to be so much fun to take the stage and perform! We want to make this experience the best it can be
for you and your dancer, so please continue to read all the details below carefully.

When do I need to arrive at the theater? 
Check in times will be staggered to prevent congestion.

Show 1
Level II/III/IV Dancers- Check In at 12:00pm
Level I Dancers- Check in at 12:15pm
Dancers Ages 2-6yrs- Check in at 12:30pm
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Where do I drop off my dancer? 
When you arrive to the lobby of Baker Hall, please check in at the Check-In Table (in front of the
dressing room doors)

Who can drop off my dancer? 
Dancers should be dropped off by the same adult that will be picking them up

Check-In Policy & Procedures:
Check in at the 'Check In Table' in front of the dressing room doors. One adult can then bring the
dancer to the dressing room to get them settled. Once the dancer is settled, we ask that adults
quickly leave to go into the audience. Otherwise it will be very congested in the dressing rooms. 

You will receive an automated text when your dancer has been checked in/checked out.

Dismissal Policy & Procedures: 
To Pickup your dancer, ONE adult (the same adult that dropped off the dancer) should head down to
the dressing rooms, gather your dancer and then Check Out with the instructor or adult standing
outside of the dressing room door. 

Can I go backstage or to the dressing room to assist my dancer in between routines? 
No. Unless you are a 'Backstage Helper' with a VIP badge, all adults must stay in the theatre during the
show. This is for the safety of all our students. Backstage Helpers are there to help with quickchanges,
keeping dancers entertained, etc...

Will my dancer be able to watch the show? 
Dancers will not be able to watch the show. But they will be able to watch dress rehearsal!

Should my dancer arrive at the venue in costume? 
If your dancer is only in one dance, they can arrive in costume. Otherwise, bring your costumes and
get changed in the dressing rooms. 

Show 2
Level II/III/IV Dancers- Check In at 5:00pm
Level I Dancers- Check in at 5:15pm
Dancers Ages 2-6yrs- Check in at 5:30pm
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Stage Makeup and HairStage Makeup and Hair
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Does my dancer need to wear makeup for Dress Rehearsal and the Recital? 
Yes! The lights on the stage are very bright, and the theatre is large! All dancers will need to wear makeup for
both the dress rehearsal and the show. This will make their beautiful faces stand out on stage and not be
washed out by the lights. 

For the younger dancers, we suggest blush, eyeshadow and lipstick. The older dancers should wear blush, lip
stick, eye makeup and mascara. All dancers should look their best for the big day! See our website for stage
makeup tutorials!

How do I style my dancer’s hair for Dress Rehearsal and the Recital?  
For uniformity, we assign each class a specific hairstyle for the performance. This hairstyle is listed on the
garment bag of your costume! Please make sure you are aware of this hairstyle! Hair should be as neat and
clean as possible. This is a special day, so you should make a special effort to help your dancer look their best!
Use gel/ clips/hairspray to smooth fly-aways so that all dancers have a classy and uniform look on stage! If
you have a hairpiece, please also make sure it is very secure so that it does not fall off during the performance!
Dress Rehearsal is just as important – so please do hair and makeup for this day just as you would for the
show!]

Fun MemoriesFun Memories
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What to Bring to the ShowWhat to Bring to the Show
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Costumes 

Tights 

Nude leotard (for dancers in multiple numbers) 

Dance Shoes

Hair Ties 

Bobby Pins 

Hairspray 

Comb/Brush 

Makeup 

Water (No colored juices or food while in costume) 

Put your dancers name on EVERYTHING!! 

Bring a laundry basket, big box or big bag to throw

costumes/shoes/accessories in while changing

 A blanket to sit on backstage 

Something to keep them occupied backstage if they are only in

a few numbers (coloring pages, small toys, etc...)
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Who's in What Show?Who's in What Show?
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Backstage HelpersBackstage Helpers
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What is a Backstage Helper?
A Backstage Helper is responsible for making sure everyone is well behaved backstage &
being respectful to the Zoellner Arts Center property. Backstage helpers will also assist with
lining dancers up for their performance, any quick changes and whatever else they may
need. Being a backstage helper is a GREAT experience for both you and your dancer! You
get to be 'behind the scenes' and see the show from a different perspective!

Who can be a Backstage Helper?
We would like 2 adults from each of our 7 & under classes to help backstage & 1 adult from
each of our Level 1 classes.  (Tiny Movers & Tumble Tots will not need a Backstage Helper as
they will sit in the audience after they perform)

Due to the fact that a majority of our dancers are female, we do ask for only female
Backstage Helpers (we thank you for understanding)

Do Backstage Helpers need clearances??
YES! New this year, both Zoellner and Valley Dance are requiring all Backstage Helpers to
submit their PA Chilld Abuse Clearances to us after they sign up. This is for the safety of all
our dancers.

What If I Don’t Have my Child Abuse Clearances?
You can quickly and easily get your PA Child Abuse Clearances by visiting 
https://www.dhs.pa.gov/KeepKidsSafe/Clearances/Pages/default.aspx

Will Backstage Helpers be able to watch their dancer's perform?
YES! Once your dancer is lined up to go backstage, we welcome Backstage Helpers to
quietly enter the audience and sit in the designated 'Backstage Helper' section to watch the
performance. Another option is staying backstage and watching from the wings!

Do Backstage Helpers need a ticket?
Nope! If you are volunteering to be a Backstage Helper you do not need to purchase a
ticket for the show since you will not be sitting in the theatre. You will receive a 'VIP Badge' at
check in so everyone knows you are the only adults allowed backstage during the show.

How do I sign up?
Keep an eye on your email! We will be sending out a seperate sign up link for Backstage
Helpers. Please only sign up to help out with ONE class.
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Orders of the ShowOrders of the Show
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SHOW 1
1:00pm

Evolution of Gaga (Production Number)1.
A Penny A Kiss (Tiny Movers- Mon 4pm)2.
Fosse (Musical Theatre Dance)3.
Here Comes the Sun (Fairytale Ballet-Mon 5pm)4.
Waltz of the Hours (Ballet IV)5.
Lose Control (Hip Hop II)6.
Firebird (Ballet II)7.
True Colors (Ballet I)8.
The Way You Make Me Feel (Tap II)9.
Respect (Intro to Dance)10.
Africa (Acro III)11.
How Does a Moment Last Forever (Fairytale Ballet-Tues 4:15pm)12.
Power (Hip Hop I)13.
Shake a Tail Feather (Mini Stars)14.
King of Rock n' Roll (Tap I)15.
Write My Story (Jr Co- Jazz)16.
Intermission (15 mins)17.
Express Yourself (Dance Cirque)18.
Little Cirque (Fri)19.
Jeux d’eau (Adult Aerial Silks)20.
Little Cirque (Sat)21.
Higher Love (Jazz III)22.
We Will Rock You (Jazz II)23.
Who Will Save You (Sr Co-Lyrical)24.
Jump (Acro II)25.
Fall & Recover (Modern/Lyrical II)26.
Music Box (Tiny Dancers- Th 5:15)27.
I Could Fall In Love (Modern/Lyrical III)28.
I Wanna Be a Rockette (Tiny Dancers- Mon 4:45pm)29.
Billie Jean (Ballet III)30.
Butterflies (Petite Company-Lyrical)31.
Look You Made Me Toxic (Jazz IV)32.
Finale (Full Cast)33.
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SHOW 2
6:00pm

Evolution of Gaga (Production Number)1.
A Penny a Kiss (Tiny Movers-Th 4:45)2.
Fosse (Musical Theatre Dance)3.
Here Comes the Sun (Fairytale Ballet- Th 3:45pm)4.
Waltz of the Hours (Ballet IV)5.
Lose Control (Hip Hop II)6.
Firebird (Ballet II)7.
Air Jordan (Hip Hop Tots)8.
I Was Here (Adult Modern)9.
Hey Hi Hello (Sr Co- Jazz)10.
The Way You Make Me Feel (Tap II)11.
Uptown Girl (Jazz I)12.
Adult Hip Hop13.
Africa (Acro III)14.
How Does a Moment Last Forever (Fairytale Ballet-Wed 10:30am)15.
Dream Girls (Adult Jazz)16.
Landslide (Modern/Lyrical I)17.
Gimme! Gimme ! Gimme! (Acro I)18.
Til I Reach the Top (Jr Co- Lyrical)19.
Intermission (15mins)20.
Crocodile Rock (Tumble Tots)21.
Let's Get Loud (Tumble Time)22.
Higher Love (Jazz III)23.
We Will Rock You (Jazz II)24.
Various Storms and Saints (Sr Co-Modern)25.
My Shot (Adult Tap)26.
Jump (Acro II)27.
Fall & Recover (Modern/Lyrical II)28.
Imagine (Adult Ballet)29.
I Could Fall In Love (Modern/Lyrical III)30.
I Wanna Be A Rockette (Tiny Dancers-Th 4:30pm)31.
Billie Jean (Ballet III)32.
Yes, Yes I Can (Petite Company- Jazz)33.
Look You Made Me Toxic (Jazz IV)34.
Music Box (Tiny Dancers- Sat 10:30am)35.
Finale (Full Cast)36.
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Recital ExtrasRecital Extras
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Orders due by June 22nd

ArtVideo Productions will be recording this
year’s recital!

USB (Show 1)- $45.00
USB (Show 2)- $45.00

Blu-Ray Disc w/ Cover & Artwork (Show 1) - $55.00
Blu-Ray Disc w/ Cover & Artwork (Show 2)- $55.00

Blu-Ray Disc WITHOUT cover, only the disc on a transparent, thin case 
(Show 1)- $45.00

Blu-Ray Disc Disc WITHOUT cover, only the disc on a transparent, thin case
(Show 2)- $45.00

Tim Miller from Art of Dance Photo will be photographing the recital
and getting some great onstage action shots of our dancers!

Full Access to ALL photos from BOTH of our shows on Sunday, June 30th- $30.00

HOW TO ORDER

Order your Recital Videos & Recital Show Photos directly through 
your Parent Portal. 

Parent Portal> Store> Recital 2024-Legends
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Picture day will be split into 2 days! We will try our best to have each dancers classes all be on
the same day. But we can't make any guarantees at this time.

There are no classes the week of picture day. Pictures will be scheduled in the
afternoon/evening

The schedule for Picture Day is on the next page

Purchasing pictures is completely optional!

We ask that everyone attend picture day, even if you don't plan on purchasing any photos. This
way you can be in the group photo!

Picture day will include individual photos of each dancer in their costumes, plus group photos
of each class!

Please arrive no more than 15 mins before your scheduled timeslot (this will help us avoid
congestion in the studio)

We will be taking a group photo of each class first, and then an individual photo. Dancers may
leave after their individual photo

More info about how to purchase your Picture Day photos will be provided to you at as we get
closer to the date
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Picture Days
Tuesday, June 4th 

& 
Wednesday, June 5th

Our Recital Picture Days are held at the studio with
Tim Miller from Art of Dance Photos
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Picture Day Schedule
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Picture Day Schedule


